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A studio is not merely a static place for production and creation of works of art, but the workshop 

also implies a sense of discovery devoted to the spirit of eliciting and quest for a heartfelt 

engagement. For a guerilla artist like myself, almost any temporary abode and habitation can serve 

as a studio. So wherever I find myself, whether tight and compact or broad and airy, I am able to 

maintain the simple soul of an amateur, viewing the entire world as my expectant studio. 

 

From the mountain heights to the seas, from the rainforest to the abandoned deserts, I learn to 

humbly appreciate the natural rhythms of life’s spring, summer, winter and fall, as I learn to laugh 

with life’s ever changing fortunes, and learn to use a warm attitude to approach the world of 

sorrows and departures, because I understand that desire is not merely a trip of painting, but a 

communication. Strolling and creating in the workshop are just methods chosen for this and for 

cessation at times, as we endeavor to communicate inchoate possibilities with the world about. 

 

Four years ago, I completed a project: I used my four most common studios in Beijing, Dali, 

Kunming and Chongqing to simultaneously undertake four works, whose theme was inspired by a 

very long landscape by Master Qi Baishi, which described a riverside with nature and man, along 

with uninhabited islets and a myriad of waves. I arranged this work into four composite pieces, 

using my typical methods to approach them from different styles with my brush, and through this 

to express my intention behind each work to express different social clues and cultural conditions. 

Ultimately, the Beijing piece was completed first, probably because when I am Beijing I have a lot 

of time on my hands, and the Dali work has one corner complete, while the Kunming and 

Chongqing pieces remain blank canvases. 

 

One might say that artists live in time, or that time is life. Whenever I return to a different city to a 

work site, I am faced with incomplete works covered with dust, they always occupy the quietest 

corners of the studios, where a silent voice permeates in an expression of the ineffable aspect of 

life and a reverberates of a debt which we can never repay! As I witness the work I have painted 

the beginning and ending and some of the middle of, entitled the Yangtze River Miles Chart, as I 

permeate the deep patterns, my forehead falls numb, and I fall asunder to the waves of mundanity, 

trying to inspire my spirit as I recall: perhaps in this entire lifetime, I may never finish this one 

unified work I have started in four studios, in this entire lifetime! 


